
Advanced searching tutorial. Broaden your search with your Boolean operator “OR”. We 
will enter the terms female rap musicians into the search box of this database Proquest 
Central to see what resources are available. When we click search we get three results. 
This might not be enough information for our purposes. Now let’s add a related term like 
“women in hip hop” to the search using OR. We will have to change our Boolean 
operator AND to OR using the drop down menu. When we search now, we get 129 
articles. Now we have choices about what articles will align most closely to our research 
topic. If you keep adding synonyms of OR you will continue to broaden your search. 
Broaden your search with truncation. The truncation symbol (*) can also broaden your 
search. We will enter the term ‘environment’ into the search box. When we click search 
we get over three million results. But what if we wanted to expand our search to cover 
related topics such as “environmental” and “environmentalist?” let’s go to modify search 
at the top of the screen and change your keyword to environment* with an asterisk. The 
asterisk is the truncation symbol in most databases. After we  click search now we get 
over 6 million results. We’ve expanded our search to include related topics and doubled 
our search results with just one simple step. Narrow your search with the Boolean 
operator AND. Let’s enter the word “food into this database to see what resources are 
available. When we run the search we get over 8 million results. Way too many to deal 
with. Now let’s add the term “sustainable agriculture” to the search using AND. Notice 
that AND is often the default operator in databases like this one. And in search engines 
including Google. Now when we run the search we get around 4,000 results. Still a lot 
but we are on the right track to a manageable number of results. You can add as many 
search terms as you like; so if we add “organic” you can see the results narrow to a 
much more manageable number. 1,000 results.  Narrow your search with the Boolean 
operator NOT. Sometimes, when you run a search you get results that are not actually 
related to your topic. Let’s try an example using football and concussions as our search 
terms. Our first result is about pro football. But let’s say we want to focus our research 
on amateur players. Now let’s add “professional football” to the search, but change our 
Boolean operator to NOT. When we search now we should not see any results about 
concussions in professional football. Narrow your search with limits. We will enter the 
terms “greenhouse effect” and “technology” into the search box. We usually apply limits 
before we search so let’s explore some of the limit options we use even before we begin 
to review our results. Let’s scroll down to the lower part of the screen where we see the 
section “search options.” We can see the limit options we have available to make sure 
we get the results that we want. Let’s check the box marked peer-reviewed to ensure 
that we are getting high quality articles. We are also going to limit articles published in 
the last ten years by going to the “publication date” drop down choosing specific range 
and entering information. Lastly let’s limit our results to English language articles. Now 
you might be tempted to use the full text limit option but librarians recommend against it 
because you can instead use the get it from UNCW link in your results to locate the full 
text of articles even if this database doesn’t  have the full text. Now when we click search 
we know that our results will be from peer reviewed journals published in English over 
the past ten years. You can also apply limits after you run your search. Along the side of 
the results are more limits to narrow our search results. SORT your results. Also know 
that you have run your search you can change the order in which the results are 
displayed. On the left hand side of the results page there is a drop down menu that lists 
oldest first and most recent first. These are different ways that you can organize your 
articles. The default in proquest central is by relevance which means that most relevant 
items are listed first but you can choose to move the most recently published articles to 
the top of your list. If you have any research questions just ask a librarian.  

 


